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"Up Close and Personable”
By Gerard Lavelle

FNACO membership has its benefits. As well as
embassy dinners and concerts, members are invited
to Open Rehearsals during the musical season. Well
worth braving the blinding and bitter chill of a Winter
morning to catch the Seniors’ Wednesday free bus!
The January 29 Open Rehearsal spelled excitement.
Attendees would hear Bryan Cheng prepare for his
debut with the NAC Orchestra performing the Elgar
cello concerto, Peter Oundjian conducting. Interesting
to see, to hear, music in its formation, in its nuanced
creation. All the more exciting because a homegrown
talent was the guest performer.
Hometown always has a special cachet particularly
when the local hero has an even closer tie to our
association. Bryan along with sister, pianist, Silvie
Cheng, compose the notable Cheng2 Duo counting
many FNACO supporters as long- time fans. Bryan
has received many awards including a FNACO
sponsored Kiwanis award.

Bryan Cheng in Q&A session at open rehearsal

After rehearsal with the orchestra Bryan came to the
parterre to talk with attendees as customary before
intermission. Naturally, he answered the usual
questions with easy and personable grace especially
the thorny one about conductor and performer
“collaboration" on interpretation of a musical piece.
At the evening performance, concert goers saw
and heard the artistry beautifully arising from this
collaboration. The instantaneous glances between
performer and conductor were proud and Promethean!
It has long been Bryan’s dream to play with the NAC
Orchestra.

Bryan Cheng in concert with the NACO
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Vaughan and Shirley Johnstone
By Kathleen McKillop, Secretary, FNACO

Volunteers are the heart of everything
FNACO does and none more than Vaughan
and Shirley Johnstone. For more than
15 years they have been highly-valued
contributors to our work. Now, Vaughan
and Shirley have been named honorary
members of FNACO in recognition of their
outstanding and exemplary volunteer
service.
Shirley was already volunteering for the
NAC Orchestra’s Saturday Young People's
Concerts (as they were called then) in 20042005 when Vaughan joined her. After his
2005 retirement, that shared commitment
grew much greater as they began
volunteering for the early bird assistance
(that means all day) for these concerts.

Shirley Johnstone, Vaughn Johnstone, and Christine McLaughlin.

“My wife was a volunteer,” says Vaughan, “when I retired from government, I was looking for
something —something not hard to do —so I volunteered for one event. They told me I had
done such a good job that they wanted me to come back.”
From then on, he volunteered for the NAC Orchestras Family Adventures/ Tunetown, Music
Mondays and Schools matinees and would also help with ballet events such as the Nutcracker
– no easy feat when he helped the Dance Department welcome 1,000 children to the NAC.
Christine McLaughlin, FNACO president says, “ The commitment Vaughan and Shirley have
demonstrated to our work embodies the spirit of volunteerism. Very few of us would get the
NAC schedule of events a year in advance so we could organize our lives around it but they
did – even to the point of planning their holidays to ensure their availability to help us and the
NAC.”
Volunteers like Vaughan and Shirley have generously given of their time to build our
Association. They have kept it vibrant and relevant as we have continued our support of the
NAC Orchestra, the NAC Music Department and aspiring young musicians in our community.
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A REMINDER to all FNACO volunteers.
As most of you know, there is a new volunteer plan at the NAC. This means to incorporate all
volunteers no-matter to which organization they belong – FNACO, Friends of English or French
Theatre etc etc. This concerns only volunteers who assist in any events within the NAC building.
Most of our FNACO volunteers have received the information if they wish to continue volunteering under this new department. If you choose to register, it means you will have an opportunity to assist in several areas of the NAC. While it is in its early stages, anyone who has already
registered and passed the interview stage is presently assisting in various places.
The whole new process will be in full operation as of Mid Summer if not sooner and will be coordinated by Alain Chauvin, NAC Visitor Experience and Volunteer Co-ordinator.
I encourage you to contact Alain Chauvin at : Volunteers-Benevoles@nac-cna.ca to register as
a volunteer.
As an aside, the FNACO assisted CD desk will be closing finally with the last concert on June
27th. While this is a separate item to the above, it had already been decided to close this desk
as sales were very low due to lack of support. A sign of the times.
Please note that Friends of the NAC Orchestra is still a thriving organization and we continue to
raise funds for Music students and will be doing so well into the future. Please ensure you are
up to date with your membership and to encourage friends to join us. Thank you.

Christine McLaughlin, FNACO President and Music Liaison
info@FriendsOfNACO.ca

SPECIAL THANKS
Special thanks to Gisèle Lamontagne, Jim Burgess, Juan Molina and
Carol Lutes Racine for their work on preparing this edition of Con Brio.
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NACO Percussionists Duo --- Music in the Schools
By Kenneth Simpson

My experiences with Music in the Schools along with
Jonathan Wade, date back some 30 years when we did
school concerts as a University of Ottawa percussion
quintet funded then by The Music Performance Trust Fund.
Although that was a great experience, it was very time
consuming for rehearsals and the moving of the equipment
for 5 percussionists. We wanted to continue doing school
concerts but the quintet was not economically viable. As
a consequence, the Bangers and Smash Duo was born
out a practical ‘rethink’ As a Duo we are compact and cost
efficient, although we still need a truck rental to move our
equipment, an inherent reality with percussion instruments,
involving timpani, xylophone, drums/drum sets. etc.

" Bangers and Smash Duo" NACO percussionists
Kenneth Simpson and Jonathan Wade

Our Duo gigs range in audience age and size from preschool
Montessori audience of 10, to high school crowds of 500
kids. We’ve played gigs in scores of local school gyms,
music rooms, libraries, auditoriums locally and around
the greater Ottawa area, including Belleville to Cornwall to
Maniwaki. Recently we’ve been incorporated on the NACO
tours and have played shows from London to Vancouver.
Generally the experiences have all been great and I look
back on this body of work with satisfaction and pride. Make
no mistake performing in a duo is hard work as there aren’t
many bars rest when there are only 2 players on stage!
Moving, practising, rehearsing and performing is challenging, but highly satisfying. The kids
love it. The teachers enjoy it and often comment on how they learn as well. I love doing these
shows and I have been saying for years that they are possibly the most important shows
we play. Many children we perform to these days will probably never see a live orchestra
AND school music programs are not a given; so it is doubly important to make contact. We
try to share with them our love of music and how great it is to play music in a ’live ‘format.
It helps with everything in life if you like what you do. And we do. We are grateful for the
continued funding for Music in the Schools and for the Friends of NACO’s financial support
for the program.. It is worth every penny especially when one sees the smile on the face of a
youngster who is invited on stage to play with us. Priceless !
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